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Q1. Divide the following words into syllable and search the meaning. Example: (im-prove-ment) 

 Displayed, economical, intimate, maltreatment, nutritive,  

pantaloon, ostentation, sycophant, undaunted,  typography. 

Q2. Make any five sentences by using the phrase:  “I think that” 

 Example: I think that he is sincere with me. 

Q3. Write the negative form of the following by using prefixes (dis-, non-, in- and un-) 

 Example:  

  

 Able, visible, correct, bearable, charge,  

 connect, active,  committal, coherent, profitable 

Q4. Write the short composition to show “How the immune system deals with infection?” 

Q5. The following words related to medicine and health have their origins in either the Greek or  

         Latin languages. Match the words to their original meanings: 

S.No Vocabulary Original meanings 

1. Poliomyelitis Exemption 

2. Immunity Healthy 

3. Antibodies Cow 

4. Virus Badly, nourish 

5. Bacteria Marrow, inflammation 

6. Sanitation Against the body 

7. Vaccine Poison 

8. Malnutrition Stick or rod 

Q6. Identity the underlined words and write which parts of speech they belong. 

1. Hi! How are you? 

2. Ali is smart. He is going to college three years early. 

3. I check my mail daily. 

4. My mother called him but he did not reply. 

5. The book is about a boy who gets a lost in the woods. 

6. My dog eats quickly. 

7. She lives in California. 

8. Prevention is better than cure. 

Q7(a).  Read the poem “The newcomer” and write about the poet. Also write the main theme of poem. 

Q7(b). Read any one short story of “Edward Lear” and summarize it in your own words. 

 

muslims non- muslims 
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Q1. Magic Square: Look at these squares. Add the number in each row. Add the number in each 

                 column. Add number diagonal from corner to corner. All your sums will add up to same answer. 

 

 Q2(a). Double arrow diagram: Write the final output for each input value in list: 

  +1.5 *2 

 

 

 +12 *3 

 

 

 +15 *2.5 

 

 

 +1.75 *4 

 

 

 +17 *2 

 

Q2(b). Ratio: If a factory produces 28 bicycles each week, how many bicycles are produced in 5 days? 

Q2(C). A train average a speed of 40 Km/h between two city station and take 3 hours complete the 

               journey. How long would to take if could average a speed of 60 Km/h. 

 Solve it: When n= 2, work out the value of  
   

 
  . 

 Q2(d). Logics: i. What percentage the area of shape is red? 

  ii. What percentage the area of shape is blue? 

  iii. What percentage the area of shape is white?  

  iv. What percentage the perimeter of the shape is the upper boundary AB? 
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Q3(a). Complete it: 

Name of solid Faces Vertices Edges 
Cuboids    
Pyramid    
Sphere    

Cylinder    
Polygon    

Q3(b). Complete it: 

Rectangle: 
Length Breadth Area Perimeter 

9 cm 6 cm   
11 cm 4 cm   
17 cm 7 cm   

Q3(c). Calculate its area and its perimeter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Now answer these: 

i. 4 millititres are equal to    l. 

ii. How many grams in 5.329kg? 

iii. 1 Centimetre is equal to   m. 

iv. If electricity cost Rs. 8.56 per unit and I have used 38 units. How much has it cost me, to 

      the nearest rupees. 

v. 0.62 second is cut from the record time for an athletics race of 12.415. What is the new 

     record time? 

vi. By building up the percentage in stage workout: 12.5% of 1680 Km2 

vii. Draw convex kite and concave kite shape. 

viii. Setout these questions and work them out: 

 2.075  5=    , 56.48  8=   , 34.44  0.6=     

ix. Here are some angles 21, 127, 92, 106, 245, 7. Identify which ones are acute, obtuse  
      and right angled. 
x. Calculate upto1 decimal places: 
 (6.83 + 5.4 + 2.48 + 8.14) * 5.73 =     

Q4. Look carefully around you. What things of perpendicular lines can you see? Record them on  
        table like these:  

Name of objects Location of perpendicular line 
Pencil box 2 side of lid 

Tree (Stem)  
  
  
  

 

1.5 cm 

5.5 cm 

1.5 cm 

4 cm 

3 cm 
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SCIENCE: (References are also required) 

Q1. What is disease and how is diseases caused? 

Q2. What is Immune system? Which food makes our Immune system strong? Why these food items 

        helpful to strong the Immune system?  

 

SOCIAL STUDIES: (References are also required) 

Q1. On the Pakistan map, show the top 10 cities where COVID-19 spread. Also write the provincial 

        condition of total death, affected persons and recover patient. 

Q2. What do you understand by the word “quarantine”? 

Q3. What should our first preference in this current situation as a “Muslims”? 

Q4. Write Food Crops and Cash Crops of Pakistan. 
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